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Abstract
Using limited recourse finance to fund new infrastructure development
subjects project procurement to a rigorous level of critical analysis.

The

National Audit Office has repeatedly confirmed Project Finance Initiative (herein “PFI”) procured infrastructure built within agreed timescales and to agreed
budget.
Yet industry enquiry confirms the basis of schedule risk analysis undertaken
in PFI was weighted towards qualitative expert opinion and experience, and
largely ignored probabilistic tools.
This dissertation uses open interviews and supporting empirical research to
confirm on-time, on budget was indeed achieved and that quantitative
analytics were not central to this achievement. It also reflects upon the very
colloquial nature of these projects, the lack of partnerships that result, and
presents a case to better reflect upon these wider characteristics and negative
implications.
This dissertation concludes that data does not live well in colloquially set up
project environments - PFI being a meaningful reflection upon a static
procurement framework in a dynamic setting - and gives a modest attempt at
looking at projects through a different lens. The inference, if any is to be
sought, is that likelihood of success may be indicated by the framework within
which projects are set up. Suggesting more enquiry should be made by
potential project actors as to whether colloquial or collaborative endeavour
lives within a project’s core.
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1 Introduction
Using limited recourse finance to fund new infrastructure development
subjects project procurement to a rigorous level of critical analysis. On-time
delivery ensures timely servicing of both debt and investor return; supports
future public service delivery; contractors financially discouraged from being
late. Yet for these wider project interests, it was qualitative expert opinion and
experience used to ascertain delay risks were being minimised.

1.1 Research question
This dissertation therefore asks, how did these projects deliver on time and
why were project management models on quantitative schedule risk analysis
not used? What conclusions can be drawn from this on-time delivery story
seemingly without quantitative project management rigour at its core?

1-6

2 Methodology
2.1 Academic context
Qualitative research requires logic based upon organizing, standardizing, and
codifying research into explicit rules, formal procedures, and techniques
enabling others to follow and critique (McGregor 2019 Chapter 8, Jarrahi &
Sawyer, 2009; Neuman, 2000). This section is therefore presented upfront to
offer clarity to early decision making and justification for methodology choice.

2.1.1 Research within a fragmented adhocracy
Whitley (1984a,b) categorises scientific fields by their variations in mutual
dependence and task uncertainty (functional and strategic) as exist between
scientists in their specific fields.

(ibid 1984a+b. pp780-784, pp332).

Management science he describes as “fragmented adhocracy”, high task
uncertainty with a low degree of mutual dependence. This same premise is
referenced in later works to describe project management research efforts
being “only weakly coordinated” (ibid pp786, cf. Engwall 1995; Soderlund
2011)
The quality and rigour of Project Management research has improved
substantially (Turner et al 2011 pp65, editor Morris et al). The practitioner
orientated focus of papers of 1970s, and professional institution lead 1980s,
attributed to narrow scope, lack of rigour, case-study or “war story” based,
unreferenced literature being commonplace (Turner 2011 pp66).

Turner

further points to Soderlund (2004) who notes an increasing interest in issues
relating to theory of the firm, organisational interactions and cooperation, and
a more general rejection of the notion of projects being a “special case”, but
rather a practical reality of the modern work environment (Turner 2011 pp103,
of Soderlund 2004 pp656). Artto (2017) broadens the challenge to future
project management research by drawing reference from a wider cross-sector
approach to project management using wider literature interest (Artto 2017
pp207).
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2.1.2 Research criteria
Lincoln and Guba (1990) invite research criteria from angles of resonance,
rhetorical, and empowerment; and by applicability to permit vicarious learning,
metaphorical, or reconstruction. (Lincoln et al 1990 pp53-57). Dudovskiy
(2018) distinguishes conclusive from exploratory research, and suggests the
former requires a larger sample space, citing Nargundkar 2008, pp39. Ritchie
and Spencer (1994) distinguish contextual, diagnostic, evaluative, or strategic
policy studies (ibid pp175). And offer five distinct elements of a framework:
familiarisation, themes, indexing, charting, and mapping interpretation (ibid
pp177-188).

2.2 Dissertation parameters
2.2.1 Sample space
Selecting PFI as an arena to research Project Management offers advantages.
Prime consideration is author experience in this field. Second, it reflects
complex multi-sector, multiphase and long-term interrelationships. Third, a
long timeframe through successive governments, straddling the Great
Financial Crisis (hereon the “GFC”) for macroeconomic tensions to account
for. Fourth, emergence of standardisation of project contracts present a static
project framework, about which these wider macroeconomic and various
industry dynamics ebbed and flowed. Fifth, findings may interest a wider PPP
community.
Targeted people were experienced, known to be technical in their field, often
reflecting experience in more than one actor role. Additional attention was
afforded to those with mathematical or project management postgraduate
degrees for a reflection on application of these academic fields in their places
of business.
“best story tellers or best truth tellers?” (Alvesson 2011 Ch3).

In the

professional PFI environment it paid to be both. The more interesting question
is, which truth?
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2.2.2 Defining time as a specific stage of PFI (Design and Build)
For purposes of this study, and to draw comparison to construction more
generally, time is being measured in the context of the “design and build”
period (here on D&B). Figure 1 offers a visual representation of the restriction
this imposes upon this study. D&B plus the periods either side which influence
this most.

Phase hand- over

Design and Build

To Financial Close

Bidder selection

Project business case
(cf HM Treasury Green Book 2013)

Tender

Project life

Operational
period
(c.20 years)

Operational
period
post debt paid
before hand back
(c. 5 years)

Figure 1 – representation of stages within a PFI project before and after construction. (shaded
green area – dotted borders) is key focus

2.3 Method options pros and cons
2.3.1 Data availability
A construction period can be subject to change, intentionally or through delay.
Reeves et al 2017 studied UK PFI project performance in time from a
procurement perspective (ibid pp1078). The same primary data set they used
via HM Treasury offered no delineation between planned to actual completion.
See Appendix 2 – Primary data example) where visualisation analysis via
Tableau was undertaken for some early quantitative focus from this data set.
This data proved useful for categorisation and context but no more.
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2.3.2 Single Project and sector depth
Flyvbjerg advocates the case-study (ibid 2011 pp392).

In this instance

appropriate access to complete information removed this option. It was too
sensitive particularly where disputed delays may exist.

2.3.3 Qualitative interview
Interview based enquiry offered an anonymity that alleviated commercial
sensitivity. It also better reflected the consulting background of the author, but
also all inherent bias for which that represents.

2.4 Method choice and justification
Method selection was therefore set principally as diagnostic (Ritchie 1994
pp175); establishing underlying factors and motivations that influenced “ontime” delivery. A qualitative method, open process and interview led approach
used (Willis 2005). Ritchie’s five framework elements used to outline research
design (Ritchie 1994).

2.4.1 Additional considerations – academic validity of approach
Acknowledgment that not all fields respect the qualitative approach to research

Lenger (2019) highlights qualitative methods not being taken seriously for
publication in leading economic publications (ibid pp956). Starr (2014) points
to qualitative methods not being perceived as a part of an economists’ tool kit
(Starr 2014; citing Berik 1997, Bewley 2002, Dow 2007) and yet witnessing a
“small explosion” of qualitative and mixed method approaches to 21st century
field work and wider research (Starr 2014 pp238). She goes on to provide
thirty-four detailed examples of academic economic research studies in twelve
years from Blinder et al 1998 to Buckland et al 2010 (Starr 2014 pp245 -253).
Academic examples of this approach directly applicable to this study

Relevant examples of other open qualitative enquiry relevant to this
dissertation include: demand risk perspectives in PPP roads (Burke et al 2013),
case-study complexity and interdependency in a megaproject (Davies et al
2013, 2015) perspectives on stakeholder attitudes in Dutch PPP (Reynaers
2018 pp298), Dutch PPP infrastructure phenomena identification by interview
10

(Verwejj 2015 pp79, pp101); Sapolsky 1972 Polaris and PERT evaluation via
400 interviews of the Polaris project team (Sapolsky 1972); cross-function
teams (Denison et al 1996), establishing Critical success factors in PPP (Bing
et al 2005); best practice in Project Management in US defence agencies
contracts (Meier 2008), projects and stakeholders (StJern and Soderlund 2018
pp350), knowledge transfer across management lines (Pantic and Soderlund
2020).
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3 Administration
Dissertation document evolution is present in Table 1 – dissertation document
history, and presents record keeping. adapting focus, timing of key splintering
of thoughts and parallel work streams.

Discussion began with industry

contacts from late October of 2019, and early preparation in managing
academic enquiry from PhD guide books from November1. Literature reviews
moved from mind-map based consolidations to centralised record keeping in
January 2020.
Date

Version

21st Mar 2020
5th June 2020
3rd July 2020
25th Aug 2020
16th Mar 2020
23rd Mar 2020
27th Mar 2020
5th June 2020
17th June 2020
29th June 2020
6th July 2020
12th July 2020

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
2.0
3.0
2.1
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

26th July 2020

3.6

25th Aug 2020

3.7

29th Aug 2020
2nd Sept 2020

4.0
4.1

Status update

#Word

5th Sept 2020
29th Aug 2020 –
2nd Sept 2020

4.2
5.1(i-iv)

2nd Sept 2020 –
18th Sept 2020

5.2…5.3

10th Sept 2020 –
18th Sept 2020

6.1 –
6.9

18th Sept 2020 –
20th Sept 2020

7.07.3

Literature review separated
Literature review notes
Literature review notes
Literature review notes
Research proposal
Research proposal update
Project selection form
Template set up and structure
Template revisions (qualitative methods research, method 1st attempt
First input of literature review
Supervisor progress update
Method update, first questionnaire data inputs. Supervisor sent pp21-35
and appendix 2,3,4
Expansive update of literature review, method, sampling, and interviews.
Includes raw data from interviews to 0026, and records reasons for method
and focus change
Dissertation update………………..
Literature review……………………
Transcripts document for analysis of interviews……………..
References…………
Rewrite template post interviews to support interview analysis. 5.1 created
Qualitative analysis methods revisited for wider perspective for more
robust process.
Late adoption of Grounded Theory analysis tenets reflected upon
First run of Data analysis– aggregated data collated read four times, notes
and summary coding described. Resulting description re-read. Context
lost - rework
Data analysis– aggregated notes stripped to essence of statements;
Grounded Theory coding tenets adopted as descriptive guidance to
observances.
Rewrites of analysis and theme evaluations to support code and
categorising. Phenomena explored in detail, against transcripts. Tested ,
challenged, and reworked.
Collation of all subprojects into single document in preparation for the cull
Appendices repopulated, excluding Reference section

20th Sept 2020 –
21st Sept 2020
5th October 2020

7.48.0
9.2

Final collation, cross check against initial questions, scaled, prioritised,
refined
Reformatted and concluded to comply with 2020 guidance

#...#####

17,484
37,437
74,551
80.371
12,852
13,997
131
n/a
7,627
14,757
18,576
34,293

34,514
80,371
39,412
4,300
n/a
38,483
6,724
32,636
to
3,030
32,636
to code
To
15,624
9,885
to
29,375
15,123

15,292

Table 1 – dissertation document history

1

Albert et al 2003; Biggam et al 2008; Brinken-Budgen et al 2010; COPE 2017, Davies et al 2014; Dewberry et al
2004; Fellows et al 2008; Fulton et al 2013; Guiccione et al 2018; Hart et al 2006 and 2018; Meltzoff et al 2018;
Petre et al 2010; Phillips et al 2010; Stake 1995; Terrell 2016; Thomas 2003; Wager 2009
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4 Qualitative technique justifications
4.1 method, process, technique
A qualitative method, open process using a survey technique has been
selected. Method, process, and technique defined by Willis (2005)

4.2 Survey options consideration
4.2.1 Questionnaire
Bethlehem (2009) offers guidance on designing questionnaires, cautioning
against ambiguous open questions, and further presenting detailed account of
the need for sampling (testing) to ensure structure can be refined. Figure 2

Insurers

Lenders

O&M

D&B

SPV
y

Authorit

presents the logic followed in not taking this forward

•

100
200

Constraints of questionnaire approach

12% of projects

Sample size will require significant mass, to
reflect wider perspective

•

300

Questions need to be precise and this enquiry
is adaptive

400

•

Take up likely to be low in COVID-19 difficulties

500

•

No easy means to adapt and react to specifics.
Experienced and novice present same weight

600
700

•

Interviews play to network advantage of author

Figure 2 - Example outcome for PFI review. Table reflects author estimate of size of sample
needed (based out of 730)

4.2.2 Interview decisions
A reflexive pragmatism approach (Alvesson 2011) interpretive (Granot et al
2012) in focus was used. Kvale (2007) offering the analogy of the miner or the
traveller (Kvale 2007, pp 10-13) supporting a decision to remain amenable to
recognizing and implementing multiple approaches. Cognitive and expansive
interviewing; elaboratively probing away from, or reorientation probes towards
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a subject item; to additionally consider an ethnographic perspective (Gubium
et al 2012, Ch38 Potter et al).

4.3 Interview preparation
As a critical guide to interviewing Alvesson 2011 warns of the demands on the
interviewer to achieve good understanding of the interview method, suggesting
a framework to be followed to ensure the format moves clearly beyond a
journalistic approach. His practical advice suggests an indirect and reflective
approach be taken. Preparations were made following this advice.

4.3.1 Grouping
Group

Stakeholder interest / motivation

Code

Authority

Public sector – community service

A1

Authority advisory /

Public sector – policy and precedent

A2

Equity - Venture

Long term diversified portfolio or sale to

£equity1

Capital

secondary market

Equity - Contractor

Short term to access construction

£equity2

Senior Debt

Long-term no recourse finance

£debt1

Construction

Construction management

T1D&B

Construction Supply chain

T2Supply

Advisers -Financial

Cross-party

AdvF

Advisers - Legal

Cross-party

AdvL

Advisers - Technical

Cross-party

AdvT

HM Treasury

Contractor Tier 1
Construction
Contractor Tier 2

Advisers - Insurance Cross-party

AdvI

Academics

Author

Authors of papers, standards, and
guides

Figure 3 – Grouping of sample-set and stakeholder interest they reflect

Figure 3 provides the categorisation chosen early in this study. Stakeholder
groupings rather than project groupings were chosen. Interviews needed to
reflect all actors in projects and the sample range is concluded to be more
important than type of project, or time frame. Type and time anticipated to
14

reveal themselves as variables in decision making. Note author experience
in PFI reflecting awareness but also inherent bias in this split.
Pilot interviews

A pilot study of 12 interviews was conducted to test the parameters of this
enquiry and the relevance of tools and methods envisaged, and to test whether
interview technique was appropriate to collect the required data. Interviews
were conducted without structure to encourage a fluid and evolving dialogue.
Pilot interviewees as follows:
Representative group or description

Interview

Date

duration
Tier 2 scheduling consultant

1 hr

4th June

DSU Insurance loss adjuster

1.5hr

8th June

Tier 1 Senior Design Manager

1 hr

8th June

PM Consultant

1 hr

8th June

Schedule Monitoring Consultant

1.5 hr

9th June

Tier 2 scheduling consultant

1.5 hr

11th June

Tier 2 scheduling consultant

1 hr

11th June

Lender Technical Adviser

1.5 hr

12th June

Head of Construction Insurance (Asia)

1.5 hr

20th June

PPP Procurement adviser

1.5 hr

22nd June

Academic author of PPP procurement paper

1 hr

29th June

Tier 1 Planner

1 hr

1st July

Figure 4 – Pilot interview representatives and interview timings

The twelve interviewees were sampled from existing contacts or identified via
LinkedIn connections.
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4.3.2 Interview structure defined
Figure 5 presents a summary of the approach taken (per Alvesson 2011).
See also Appendix 3 – interview note template example page 81
Preparation

Candidate suitability via professional contact / LinkedIn profile.
Initial contact made via existing network links or LinkedIn where
new contact made.

Start

Background / premise of the research and why interviewee has

relation building.

been selected.

New contacts permitted to self-evaluate their

suitability and stakeholder perspective.
Interview

Pilot study corrected consulting vs academic bias and confirmed

probing

notes (no recording) worked. Three themes added
Key themes:
•

Key stakeholder drivers,

•

“on-time”.

How

analysed,

managed,

monitored,

controlled.
•

Attitudes towards quantitative analysis

End remarks

Open comment

Interview

Method of interview is zoom (primary) or phone (alternative).

form
In-addition

Snowball data sources, people to interview

Follow up

Additional interviews as needed. Agreement to share findings.

agreement
Analysis

Review; questions, tactics, probing; themes and revelations

Sequencing

Pilot interviews; Interviews proper with ad hoc grouping focus
determined and adapting to findings

Figure 5 – interview structure (adapted from Alvesson 2011)

4.4 Interview records
4.4.1 Emergent themes influencing interviewee focus
Guided by emerging themes, interviewee groupings reflect the evolving
enquiry. Interviews 0015-0018 reflect an initial examination of early project
influence by Authorities letting PFI contracts. It was apparent from these
interviews that the Lenders Technical Adviser was a monitoring resource
which Authority actors attributed reliance upon to add assurance through
16

construction.

Lender, Equity and LTA parties were targeted to better

understand this informal reliance (Interviews 0022-0034).

Influence over

decision making and risk allocation became a recurring and dynamic theme.
Interviews and targeted candidates (Interviews 0035-43) enabled the driving
forces of this dynamic to be further considered. Additional candidates were
also selected beyond pure PFI interest, comparing project dynamics.
Interviewing continued until no new themes appeared (Oishi 2003) and at over
fifty interviews, the final field data represented a large sample set (ibid pp174).

4.4.2 Interview record
Interview listing by date:
InterView #

Category
Code

Representative

Interview

Group

duration

Date

Indication of experience
(retaining anonymity)

P001

T2

Pilot interview

1 hr

4th June

P002

AdvI

Pilot interview

1.5hr

8th June
th

Tier 2 scheduling consultant
DSU Insurance loss adjuster

P003

T1

Pilot interview

1 hr

8 June

Tier 1 Senior Design Manager

P004

AdvT

Pilot interview

1 hr

8th June

PM Consultant

P005

AdvT

Pilot interview

1.5 hr

9th June

Schedule Monitoring Consultant

th

P006

T2

Pilot interview

1.5 hr

11 June

Scheduling consultant

P007

T2

Pilot interview

1 hr

11th June

Employer / T1/T2 scheduling

Lender Technical Adviser
Head of Construction Insurance (Asia)

consultant and expert witness

P008

AdvT

Pilot interview

1.5 hr

12th June

P009

AdvI

Pilot interview

1.5 hr

20th June

P010
P011

AdvT
Edu

Pilot interview
Pilot interview

1.5 hr

nd

PPP Procurement adviser

th

Academic author of PPP procurement

22 June

1 hr

29 June

1 hr

1st July

Tier 1 Planner

1.5 hr

8th July

Author of a PM method used by HM

45 min

9th July

1.5 hr

10th July

45 min

13th July

paper

P012

T1

0013

Edu

Pilot interview
Adviser

Government

0014

Edu

Adviser

Author of a PM method used by HM
Government

0015

A2

Authority

Civil servant and senior PPP public
sector adviser

0016

A2

Authority

Government [international] policy
adviser

17

0017

A2

Authority

1hr

16th July

Formerly PUK2 Director turned Banker

0018

A1

Authority

1.25hr

16th July

An Education Programme Director

0019

Misc.

Technical

1.25hr

17th July

England and Wales
Technical Governance PM Power
Generation Plant

00203
0021

AdvI
T1

Adviser
Construction

1 hr

th

Construction MD of loss adjusting firm

st

Former major projects Commercial MD

20 July

1.5 hr

21 July

1.25 hr

21st July

(i.e. stage gate guardian) Tier 1

0022

£equity2

Equity interest

Former Financial and Commercial lead
(bid/execution) investment arm of Tier
1

0023

£debt

Lender

1.25hr

23rd July

1.25 hr

23rd July

2nd Interview (0005)
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23rd July

To be revisited week of 3rd Aug

Former Lenders and Contractor equity
- retired

0024

AdvT

0025

£equity2

DSU monitoring
Equity interest

(incomplete_

mins
0025

£debt

Lender

0026

AdvT

TA

1.25hr

23rd July

2nd interview (0023)

1 hr

23rd July

Former MD of TA, current consultant
to existing PFI assets

0027

AdvF

Financial

1 hr

th

24 July

now P3 in Canada

Adviser
0028

£debt

Development

1.5 hr

28th July

AdvT

Project

1.5hr

28th July

AdvF

Financial

A former procurement manager at
BAA. Now an employer PM

Procurement
0030

Former Lender and Development
Banker - retired

Banker
0029

Former UK PPP Financial adviser,

1.5hr

28th July

2nd interview (0027)

2.25hrs

28th July

Senior practitioner of Lender TA from

adviser
0031

AdvT

TA

1997 to present

0032

AdvT

PMO

1 hr

th

29 July

Senior practitioner and adviser to
employers on scheduling and project
monitoring and doc control

00334

£equity2

Legal adviser to
equity

0034

AdvT

TA

1.25

29th July

adviser) now equity in-house legal

hrs
1.5hrs

Former practice lawyer (Authority

30th July

Senior practitioner of Lender TA from
1997 to present

2

Partnerships UK worked both with public and private bodies on specific PPP transactions to
improve the process of planning, negotiating, and completing PPPs (Allen 2001, pp17)
3 First refocus of interviewees determined by interim analysis of themes (more focus on
technical adviser role)
4 New theme to investigate, the changing fulcrum of influence towards PLC equity
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0035

£equity2

Construction

1.5 hrs

30th July

Tier1 contractors

equity
0036

£debt1

0037

AdvL

Lender

1 hr

30th July

2nd interview (0023)

Commercial

1.25

31st July

Corporate Projects infrastructure

Law Firm
0038

£equity1

Investment

Senior Partner

hrs
1 hr

4th Aug

A1

SFT Investment

1.5 hr

4th Aug

0041

AdvT
AdvI

PM Consultant
Technical

1.25 hr
1.5 hr

5th Aug
th

6 Aug

£equity1

MD overseeing

1.5 hr

7th Aug

A2

Technical

1.25 hr

13th Aug

Not

0045

AdvT

Former senior debt Lender turned

Senior adviser to Treasury and
Government (IPA)

adviser
0044

Technical assessment and monitoring

equity fund manager

3 PPP Funds
0043

Rail specialist PM in Project Finance

for project insurers

Engineer
0042

SFT Board representative on all Hub
and DBFM Contracts in Scotland

Director
0040

BM and IM Tier 1s in PFI. Now
consulting for Equity investors

Director
0039

Former equity representative at two

used
DSU schedule

1 hr

14th Aug

MD of UK company specialising in
forensic evaluation of post event

analysis claims

schedule analysis

0046

Edu

Stochastic O&G

1 hr

14th Aug

0.75 hr

20th Aug

1 hr

21st Aug

1.75

21st Aug

Quantitative risk and investment
analyst in Oil and Gas

0047

£Equity1

MD Funds

MD Infrastructure – formerly AdvF and
£debt1

0048

AdvI

Insurance u/w

Heavy Civils insurer and ICE
custodian of Tunnelling CoP

0049

£Equity1

Director Funds

£debt1 and A2

hrs
0050
0051

A1
A1

HM Treasury
PMO

1.5 hrs
1 hr

Senior project fund lead – formerly

24th Aug
th

4 Sept

Senior adviser – form £debt1
TfL Rail Project Controller

Table 2 interviews coded and dated for cross referencing with retained anonymity. This
technique adapted from Sapolsky 1972
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5 Qualitative Analysis strategy
Progressive analysis was undertaken. Differing perspectives (Creswell 2007),
reflexive pragmatism (Alvesson 2011) provisional frameworks (Seale et al
2011, pp8-10). The analytical methodology represented here reflects tenets
of several acknowledged forms, and attention has made to not misrepresent
or mislabel such tenets as anything more than borrowed methodology,
framework, or paradigm (Holton, Walsh 2015 pp584, Locke 1996).
Progressively, it was however Grounded Theory which offered increasing
support. Its recursive analytical operations (Locke 1996 pp240) conveniently
reflecting the overall approach taken during interviews

5.1 Grounded Theory tenets applied
Section 11 page 54 “Analysis Part 3 – the loss of rigour over time” and Section
12 page 59 “ Analysis Part 4 – phenomena speculation” apply this more
technically challenging qualitative method.

Specific comment is therefore

offered for a critical view to be made specific to these two parts to the overall
analytical process.
Data analysis approach per Creswell 2007, (pp156-157 table 8.2 Coding data);
category and theme; presenting comparison, layers of procedure and
“winnowing” to produce “lean coding”(Creswell 2007 pp148 and Table 8.1),
further refined to follow “Straussian” approach for Grounded Theory Study
(Strauss, Cordin 1990 pp5). Grounded Theory considerations have been
additionally recorded in Table 3. This table produced in real time as this
analysis was undertaken and refers directly to guidance from Straus and
Cordin 1990 pp3-25; data analysis and representations by research approach
per Creswell 2007, pp156-157 table 8.2.
Table 1 – dissertation document history page 12 presents additional rounds of
Grounded Theory based analysis. Much of the rewriting intended to prompt
re-evaluations, challenge findings, and reconfigure possible explanations.
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Data analysis &
representation

Grounded Theory (Principal focus/actions)
Sampling becomes iterative to better build and challenge
emerging concepts. Recording of hypothesis and
questions and developing these throughout the process.

Data collection

Hypothesis of relationships among categories developed
and challenged through ongoing research. Challenging
linkage with broader structural conditions

1, Data
management

Create and organise files for data. Collated transcripts
from all interviews into a single 40,000-word table.
Transcripts read multiple times, notes and summary

2. Reading,
collating

coding formed. From this the concepts were developed
to become the raw data. Analysis making use of
constant comparisons, patterns, and variations
Open coding: examine text for categories of information,
the “cornerstones” of developing theory. via constant
comparatives to saturate, subcategorise, and reduce the

3. Describing

database to a small set of themes. This includes
concepts of differing form being grouped where directed
toward a similar process.
Axial coding. Select one open coding as central
phenomena. One extensively referenced and likely
central to the process being studied. From which casual

4. Classifying

or intervening conditions, context, consequences are
connected e.g. visibility, trust, behaviour became factors
of truth, and truth was relative to internal or external aims
Selective coding and interrelate categories to develop

5. Interpreting
6. Representing,
visualising

story or proposition. Develop conditional matrix
Present a visual model or theory
Present proposition

Table 3 – Grounded Theory tenets applied to the more abstract analysis in this dissertation
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6 Literature Review Part 1 – Project Management
6.1 What is a project?
A unique, once-in-a-lifetime task; with a predetermined date of delivery; being
subject to one or several performance goals (such as resource usage and
quality); consisting of some complex and/or interdependent activities”
Packerdorff (1995 pp320). APMBoK pp44 provides further project specific
definition as “Temporary Structures” or “Temporary Organisations”. Matthew
B Miles (1964) “On Temporary Systems”. In a letter of 1977, Miles reminds us
of some key concepts and constructs from his 1964 work. This rejoinder is
aimed at Goodman and Goodman who he felt had inadequately represented
origins or context of the term. “I content myself with inviting the authors, and
other readers, to examine the original discussion (Miles, 1964) of such
temporary-system features as goal and role redefinition, the consequence of
heightened communication for power equalization, and the development of
norms … supporting authenticity, inquiry, change, and effortless as a
predictable aspect of any time-limited system” (ibid). Engwall (1992) offers a
challenge to the isolated and unique considerations presumed in both
characteristics and factors of success of temporary structures “this calls for an
ontological change; instead of lonely and closed systems, projects have to be
conceptualized as contextually-embedded open systems, open in time as well
as in ‘space’” (Engwall 1992 pp790)
For purposes of this dissertation, the reference to project will not extend
beyond the more limited project context referenced by the Temporary System
notion. Engwall’s challenge is completely relevant to these wider influences.

6.2 Project Management
Taking a US centric and post war start point (as most literature lends itself to)
then from the outset it is important to reflect upon the divergent origins of
modern management thinking versus project management.

The former

coming from 1950’s academic advancements of mathematical social sciences
(Whitely 1984a pp333). The latter from WWII engineering innovations, 1950s
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merger of complex systems, and R&D driven from a military and cold war
fuelled political aspiration (cf. Stephen B Johnson’s 1997 “Three approaches
to big technology: operations research, systems engineering, and project
management). An undertone of encampment exists in project management
literature which reflects these differing origins and the seventy years of
widening application, advancement, and adaptation of some of the original
concepts and tools to emerge from this time.
In summarising the post-war development of our social construct and
interaction with projects, Morris (2011) challenges whether “models developed
are fit-for-purpose” (Morris 2011 pp15). Morris’ introductory words here set
the scene within the “The Oxford Handbook of Project Management” 5 and
revisiting the academic expansions of Project Management thinking of the
1990s onwards. The 1990s onwards extends to what he had termed in 1994
“the management of projects” and includes “technology and commercial
issues, organization and people, and external matters” (Morris 2011 pp16)
The lessons and tools to emerge from the 1950s remain engrained but not
happily for some. Harvey Sapolsky’s comprehensive review of the history of
the Fleet Ballistic Missile Program was undertaken by invitation of the
Department of Navy from May 1967.

His book “The Polaris System

development: Bureaucratic and programmatic success in government” was
published in 1972 to address “Why was the Polaris development successful?”
(Sapolsky 1972 preface ix). Packendorff (1995) reflects upon these works, but
the most detailed contemporary revisit is from Engwall (2012). He revisits this
work in detail and includes a summary of what Sapolsky deems the reasons
for Polaris success.

5

edited by Peter Morris, Jeffrey Pinto and Jonas Sunderlund and which brings together
many of the most recognised authors of project management, including Rodney Turner,
Karlos Artto, Andrew Davies, Christopher Loch, Tim Brady, Ralf Muller, Bent Flyvberg, Nuno
Gil, Lars Lindkvist and Anders Soderholm.
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Perhaps the key revelation of the Sapolsky analysis is chapter 4 “PERT and
the myth of managerial effectiveness” pp94-130. “It mattered not whether
parts of the system functioned or even existed. It mattered only that certain
people for a certain period believed that they did” (ibid pp129). Sapolsky and
others point to Special Projects Office in the preceding years being stymied by
following the techniques to which they had become synonymous (ibid pp130)
Also, from the 1950s is Burton Klein and William Meckling’s “application of
operational research to development decisions”, first presented in 1957 at 12th
National Meeting of the Operational Research Society of America (Klein et al
1958, pp352). Both Klein and Meckling worked for RAND at the time of
publication. Their central premise was to distinguish the resource allocation
methods used in development, as opposed operational, budgeting “choosing
a course of action initially consistent with a wide range of alternatives; and of
narrowing the choice as development proceeds” (ibid pp252). The paper has
been revisited (Lenfle and Loch 2010; Turner et al 2014; Brady et al 2012) as
have the opposing Mr Optimiser and Mr Sceptic analogy that is central to it.

6.2.1 Project Management Professional Associations
The Project Management Institute (PMI) has 550,000 members, in 208
countries, representing USD203million in membership and exam dues, with
over 6 million copies of its PMBok Guide in circulation (PMI 2018, pp7). Pinto
(2016) links PMI to Cleland and King’s 1968 work which reflects normalising
of focus of “on time and cost” parameters, notably the birth of the PMI in 1969
(Pinto 2016, pp239). More latterly, the subsequent independence of the PMI’s
research paper has attracted Ralf Muller as Editor in Chief, and the support of
Andrew Davies, Jonas Soderlund, Lynn Crawford, Jeffrey Pinto, Aaron
Shenhar, ShouQing Wang and J.Rodney Turner et al. Morris consistently
challenges updated editions of the PMBoK (Morris 2013, 2011, 2006, 2002,
2001, 2000). He was the author of the UK Association of Project Managers
Body of Knowledge in the early 1990’s which he considers more “properly
reflects the knowledge that one needs to have in order to manage projects
effective than found in other BoK’s at the time” (Morris 2013, pp xix).
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6.3 Historical context
To appreciate potential application of method more fully, it is helpful to revisit
where concepts, theories, processes, and tools came from and some of the
motivations and focus that existed when they were being developed and
adopted. Figure 6 summarises some of these key moments. Sapolsky 1972;
Soderlund 2011 pp41; Johnson 1997 pp896; Morris 2013; Packerdoff 1995
pp327; Bredillet 2008; Abernathy 1969; Muller 2012 (pp761, pp765 and
Appendix 3); Hogdson 2011 all present detailed accounts of these events, and
all have been used to inform Figure 6 and the inferred connections between
1950s and the project management landscape still prevalent seventy years
later.
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Early

Macroeconomic

World War II

Era
Topic

1947

‘50’s

‘57

Cold War arms race
“The era of Big Science”

‘62

‘60s

‘70s

Military industrial

Industrial

complex

relations

‘80s

Project

system

Boom | Bust

Parallel vs

theory

PM theory /
school

Methods

Gas process
Eng.

Academic challenge

Crisis Management

WAVE 3 - Outside looking in

Cont.1

Corp Gov

Contingent 2 (type / cat)

Behaviour

Firm theory

Relationships

Decisions.1

PM

Scandi Sch. (no,Island)

School /

Factor

Systems

School

WBS Earned value
CPM (Du Pont)
Probability

Blackett’s

Game Theory

circus

Systems Eng.

PERT
/ CPM

LOB 1962

Decisions.2

Team orientated – PMO / Firm

Tasks

Internal / external

Agile
Scrum

PERT (Booz H. Allen)

Lean

// pursuits

KanBan

UK PFI
Procure

industry

Act 1947
(US)

RAND | cost$

RAND | R+D

JiT (Japan)

stock

PMI formed

Unions

Global econ

Splintered supply

CDOs

System Management

KPIs Hard / Soft.

GERT

Polaris 1956-1961

Linear prog

Marketing school

(mega pros)

/ Fe

Army Eng.

Governance Strategy

human interactions

WAVE TWO – Academic

Structural – Implementation

H’gram 1931

Project dynamics

Optimising

Success
Gantt 1910

Schools of thinking

WAVE ONE – Formalisation, tools, and techniques

Mgmt

Tools

Globalisation GFC C19

execution vs
wider project focus

sequential

Consolidation

Q1|4
Normative

Temporary firms

2000s

Privatisation

Sputnik Shock 1957
Temporary

‘90’s

APM Royal Charter
2008

Consolidation

DSU

PPP
GFC

(T1 insurers, banks)
Klein

Key papers

1957
Malcolm
1959

Clark
letter
1962

Miles 1964
Abernathy 1969
Cleland and King

Sapolsky 1972

1968

API BoK

APM BoK

P2M BoK
Flyvbjerg 2003

Collaborative consolidations
Morris Turner, Flyvjerg, Pinto
et al

Figure 6 – Table collating key moments and overlaps in development of theories, methods, and tools in project management (see section 6.3 for sources)
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6.4 Stakeholders
Perspectives of success, cooperation, and coordination, understanding
motivations and interfaces, all derives from the interaction of stakeholders. In
a project context these are numerous and evolve and change through the
lifecycle. Cleland and King (1988) consider the identification and management
of stakeholders via a network (ibid pp283). Figure 7 adapts these concepts to
reflect upon a vast array of actors and means to evaluate them. (cf. APM 2019
pp109 for Social Network Diagram example).

identify

• who
• Gather info
• mission

predict

control

• SWOT
• strategy
• behaviour

• enact plan

Project parties
• owner user
• mangement
contractor
• designers
• constructors
• functional managers
• professionals
• work package
managers
• project managers
• general managers
• prime contractors
• suppliers

external interests
• stockholders
• competitors
• creditors

third parties
•
•
•
•

general public
local communities
consumer groups
government
agencies
• intervenors

Figure 7 – Project stakeholder management process and categorisation (adapted from Cleland
and King 1988 pp282-283 fig13-1, 13-2)

Anticipation and control strategy can be considered in the context of a
Stakeholder Power/Interest Grid (Grushka 2015 of Freeman 1983) Figure 8
In managing stakeholder interests
Freeman categorises actions based

High Power / Low
Interest

upon the relative power and interest

Keep satisfied

High Power / High
Interest

Manage
closely

the stakeholder has in relation to the
project. The higher the power, the
greater the management effort; the

Low Interest / Low
Power

greater the interest, the greater the

Monitor

information effort needed.

Low Power / High
Interest

Keep
Informed

Figure 8 Engagement strategy. (Adapted from Freeman, 1983 via Grushka-Cockayne 2015)
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6.4.1 Cooperation and coordination
Soderlund (2011) links the two chief organisational problems of cooperation
and coordination to the challenges of project management (Soderlund 2011
pp46, of Grant 1996).
Cooperation

The “cooperation problem” is used by Soderlund to group together research
contribution in “partnering (Bresnan and Marshall 2002), alliancing (Miller and
Lessard (2000) networks (Gova, Ghauri and Salle 2002) trust (Meyerson,
Weick, and Kramer 1996) risk and reward in PPP (Kwak and Anbair 2009)”
(Soderlund 2011 pp47).

He also flags concepts such as “quick trust”

(Meyerson, Weick and Kramer 1997) or “on-going games of interaction”
(Axelrod 1984) in describing successful cooperation or gamesmanship where
long-term relationships may not be apparent (ibid). This coordination problem
arising from the pre-planned temporary relationship which can induce shortsightedness and opportunism. In these circumstances, project failure then
becomes the failure of cooperation he concludes (ibid pp48).
Muller and Turner (2005) identify the role of the agent (Project Manager) in
contributing knowledge and skill to project goal fulfilment. Hanisch et al (2013)
describes the knowledge asymmetry that arises which hinders the means of
the owner to monitor agent progress (ibid pp202). Transparency mitigating
complexity, they conclude that complexity resistance exists in projects,
(Hanisch 2013 pp202 citing cf Tatikonda and Roesenthal (2000) as having
found similar results).
Radosavljovic and Bennett (2012) describe this in terms of “boundary
relationships”. Equating greater levels of efficiency and quality from familiarity
of the actors.

They argue that inherent difficulty derives from quality of

relationships, the number of actors involved and performance between these
parties (together deriving complexity) plus external interference (ibid pp98102). They further describe construction projects as having either familiar and
boundary relationships which directly influence communicate and act with
internal and informal relations, and those outside act with retained formality.
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Soderlund, Stjerne, et al (2018) review the key role of project management in
resolving “temporal boundary spanning” across interorganisational projects
(IOPs) (Soderlund 2018)
Coordination

Soderlund (2011) points to the work of Galbraith (1973) and Allen (1995) in
defining coordination challenges from an uncertainty and interdependence
perspective. He also points to “contingent factors” of uncertainty, complexity
and pace as outlined by Shenhar and Dvir (2007), Pich, Loch and De Meyer
(2002) and Lindkvist, Soderlund and Tell (1998). All of which he concludes
frames the “coordination problem” by the degree of task interdependency and
task uncertainty (Soderlund 2011 pp48-49).

(cf. Shenhar 2017 vision,

alignment and adapting to complexity in megaprojects).

6.5 Tools
Figure 6 shows the 1950s origins of Programme Evaluation and Review
Technique (PERT) and du Pont’s CPM. Engwall 2012 “It was through PERT,
and its role in the success of Polaris, that the concept of project management
as a managerial discipline had its general breakthrough and was disseminated
around the world”. (ibid pp597) (cf. Engwall 1995). Soderlund (2011) offers
detailed review of project management’s operational beginnings of Gantt, then
PERT, Network planning and CPM as practitioners building tools and
techniques (ibid pp39), and the 1960s advancements in PERT and CPM. Of
this era, Morris (2013) suggests techniques such as PERT, WBS, EVA, and
practices such as Configuration Management, were genuinely new and
difficult; many needed the new computer power (ibid pp43).
This extract from “Application of a Technique for Research and Development
Program Evaluation. Operations Research 1959” presents a reflection of how
closely tools and project management became from this point onwards. “The
significance of the PERT technique as a tool for advancing management
effectiveness can be judged from the results of its application to date and the
widespread interest evidenced by a large variety of organizations outside the
Special Projects Office. Experience has shown that the system itself is still
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developmental and has prospects for extension and variation to improve and
profit management in many ways. By mid-1959, only 17 months after the
research task began, the technique described was in operation to cover most
of the FBM weapon system to varying extents for each major category of effort.
Twenty-three networks, containing more than 2000 events connected by some
3000 activities, were installed and in operation. Several applications had been
directed to major problems requiring prompt executive decisions. Numerous
computer runs were made to simulate the impact of options for decision. Many
executive actions and decisions based on standard runs and simulation runs
resulted in significantly improved outlooks for achieving program deadlines”
(Malcolm et al 1959 pp668-669)
Harvey M. Sapolsky’s 1972 work offers some early challenge to the direction
of project management and the central role that PERT had by this time taken.
Engwall 1995, 2003, 2012; Packerdorff 1995; Hughes 1998; Morris 1997;
Spinardi 1995; Lundin and Soderholm 1995; have all revisited Sapolsky’s work
(Engwall 2012 pp597). Sapolsky (1972) writes that CPM by Du Pont never
gained internal appeal “tests of the system, despite later claims to the contrary,
did not clearly demonstrate its engineering value” (ibid pp128). However,
PERT also had better promoters in the land-grab that followed. Sapolsky
(1972) citing a CPM advocate “the competition of PERT was overwhelming.
We had three men and girl and PERT had Booz Allen & Hamilton and the US
Navy”. Biographical checks also confirm lives of those closest to these tools
reflect impressive career gains post Polaris and PERT. Charles Hitch (RAND
to Polaris to Comptroller of the Department of Defence), Admiral Raborn
(Aerojet-General Corp and CIA), Abernathy, Malcolm, Roseboom, Clark (Booz
Allen Hamiliton). NASA were also involved (NASA 1964).
Academic papers supporting PERT had similar backing. Soderlund (2011)
revisits the parallel strategies between planning and programming solutions;
and optimal resource and time-cost trade-off (Abernathy 1969; Cooper 1976).
(Soderlund 2011 Pp37-64). In the same year that NASA placed a man on the
moon; PMI is launched; and Abernathy et al (1969) write “planning, control,
and information systems that focus attention on cost minimization without
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regard to performance variation act to promote ineffectual use of development
resources” (ibid pp503). Fabi 1992; Pich, Loch, de Mayer 2002; Hodgson,
Muzio 2011; all reflect upon this era.

6.5.1 NASA and PERT
A NASA (1964) conference presents a detailed account of NASAs embrace on
PERT and interface with the private contractors it engaged. Several striking
observations can be made. Progress summary is the expectation and PERT
is optional. NASAs Walter Haase “We require only that there be a logical
system of some type at the contractor level to back-up the summary level
activities on the NASA overall project level PERT network. This back-up can
be in the form of Gantt charts, milestone charts, or in the form of more detailed
PERT or PERT/COST, whatever the case maybe” (NASA 1964 pp1-4). This
is essentially a reflection of government contracting which in this author’s view
offers comparison with PFI, at least from a Design and Build perspective and
management contracting.

6.5.2 Leadership and PERT
Compare NASAs view to that of VADM William F Raborn USN, who is
interviewed about leadership by Howard K. Smith (produced by US Naval
Photographic Center). Raborn “Some of the Polaris devised management
techniques are now taught at Harvard Business School and used in the Navy
techniques and industry in general. Amongst these is PERT brought into being
to handle the multitude of essential facts and related incidents that made the
programme. We give this technique large share of the credit for bringing
Polaris forward nearly 3 years ahead of schedule. It causes people to think
through their job in much greater detail than they would normally feel required
to do… [Can it save money?]. Helps forecast troubles and more effective way
of doing things. [Does it have wider ramifications?] Used in NASA and other
executive departments of the US military are using PERT. It allows you to
draw together and rationalise these facts so that you may use them
intelligently…It is just a tool…fast pace of technology lays a premium of good
management and these techniques in hand. [some specific ways that an
officer may increase his effectiveness?] have a mind not set in concrete…open
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mind is important to improvements and embrace new ways to do things and
critically assess your own performance…enable you to do a better job. You
cannot do everything yourself…it is people working in collaboration that is the
heart and soul of good leadership, or good management “. [via PeriscopeFilm
- interview c.1960]

6.5.3 Advancements with PERT
Advances have been made since the pioneering early days to which Clarke by
his own admission accepts PERT has limitation (Clarke, letter to editor 1962).
Debate continues throughout this period on relative merits of distributions.
Moder (1968) for example, evaluates relative estimations of one-time CPM
estimate vs. three-point PERT method vs non-technical methods (Ibid pp-82).
Monte Carlo simulation has subsequently demonstrated means to delink from
CPM and to be more dynamic in choices of distribution and include additional
conditionality (Tysiak 2011 pp908). Technology has made data management
and analysis techniques accessible to anyone able to learn to operate software
such as Primavera P6, Asta PowerProject, and less complex tools like
Microsoft Project and bolt on programmes such as @risk. Behind much of this
software are the algorithms and methods derived from these 1950s
mathematically driven advancements.

6.6 Human Behaviour considerations
Sutton et al critically review application of several approaches to typology
(personality categorisation) against the best-known Myers-Briggs (1962).
Further

highlighting

the

Eysenck

Personality

Questionnaire

(1975),

Management training, self-awareness, and change (Lee 1999; Atkinson 1999;
Linderfield 1995; Anderson 2012); Personal Development Plans (Bennett
2006) (Sutton et al 2013).
Other psychological work includes belief perseverance (Ross et al 1975) and
continued influence of misinformation (Johnson and Sefert 1996).

An

alternative view is to consider competence to undertake the task, i.e. metacognition. Sound judgement and decision making are at the crux of any
profession (Kip et al 2004 pp4).

Reflections can be made upon optimal
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performance versus competency. Hardman and Ayton (2004) present the
case of augmentation versus quantitative analysis; familiarity vs novelty (cf.
Smith 2004).

Separation of “the self” (awareness as an influence of

performance) and “other“ (guidance; facilitating performance) offering a
reflection upon training to facilitate adaption by an agent to enable a move to
better task demand readiness (Smith 2014; cf. Skriver pp124-149; Graziola
pp71-124; Jones 149-163).
On behalf of the Health and Safety executive, Dr Chrysantha Lekka (2011)
presents a literature review concerning best practice associated with High
Reliability Organisations. I make comparison here with mega-cognitive studies
to reflect what challenge will face any project environment seeking a more
collaborative culture. Lekka points us towards prevention (Schulman 2004)
versus resilience (Sutcliffe 2011; Sutcliffe and Vogus 2003; Weick 1999,
Schulman 2004). The five key HRO themes outlined can be further grouped
into anticipation and containment focus. HROs develop these goals culturally,
by leadership and collective awareness of the bigger goals (ibid 2011). In my
opinion, Integrated Project Teams engender similar cross project visibility.
Connection can also be made to Harvard Business Review Guide to Project
Management which identifies the need for a “pre-mortem“ consultative period
across future teams to enable collective engagement in expanding and
narrowing both problem definition and then project plan, seeking some “rapid
results” to create quick wins as a team, enable collective consultation into
developing process and critical control support to future requirements, whilst
retaining a “fuzzy front end” whilst more information is acquired (HBR 2012).
From here Klein’s Mr Sceptic and Mr Optimism can also now be connected
(Klein et al 1958) (cf. section 6.2)

6.7 Interim conclusion (1)
The field of project management presents distinctly disparate origins and
perceived value from differing perspectives. There is a lack of clarity on
influence in decision timing; functions of leadership, collaboration, capability,
and people; and use of tools as critical controls or functional reporting aids
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7 Literature review Part 2 “Procurement”
7.1 Introduction to UK Government procurement process
7.1.1 Early decisions, locked in positions
Adaptability requires flexibility (Klein et al 1958 pp361). Clarity of procurement
however requires early decisions to facilitate risk transfer and measure value
for money. “Being committed to an inflexible long-term contract, that cannot
be altered at a realistic cost, should be avoided.” (Green Book 2013 pp85).
Standardisation of Project Contracts, however made this locked position
inevitable.

7.1.2 Mott MacDonald report on Optimism Bias
Mott MacDonald’s 2002 report was commissioned to deal with inherent
optimism in cost assumptions in Government.

Procurement focus, they

advise, is on contractor capability and how late in process they are invited to
make design change, complexity, and adequacy of information and
procurement guidance to follow. This remains a reference paper in Green
Book 2013, which replaced the Green Book of 2003. It therefore represents
advise in place throughout PFIs busiest years.

7.1.3 Project lifecycle as managed in procurement
HM Treasury Green Book (2013) and The World Bank (PPP Knowledge Lab
PPP Guide 2017, pp113-150) present similar advice for the early stages of
PPP project development. The similarities enable a partial amalgamation of
both, and this is presented as Figure 9, Figure 10.
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7.1.4 Reflections upon procurement stages
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Figure 9 -Summary of procurement stage gates per UK Green Book
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Figure 10 –World Bank Procurement lifecycle in PPP

6

Adapted from World Bank PPP Knowledge Hub 2017, Yescombe 2007, HM Treasury 2013 Green Book, Mott
MacDonald 2002 App C,Fig6, pp50
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7.2 Planning for the “infrastructure revolution”
HM Treasury, via Infrastructure and Project Authority (herein “IPA”) prepare
regular guidance on managing project procurement. Nick Smallwood became
CEO and head of Project Delivery Function in 2019.

In April 2020, IPA

released 37 pages of supporting evidence to Public Administration and
Constitutional Affairs Committee (herein “MMP06”) (HMT 2020a).

This

reflected upon future challenge as the UK embarks upon “infrastructure
revolution” intensions of the incoming new leadership of Government, and
building upon people, principles, and performance to support ambition to be
the best performing project system in the world (MMP06 pp2-8). Underlying
principles of staged procurement still reference the Green Book but MMP06
also makes clear separation between Projects and Programmes. Projects are
stage gated with HM Treasury approving a sequentially evolving business
case, supported by assurance, across stages (MMP06 pp15). Programmes
require assurance to support ongoing and strategic assessment (MMP06
pp32).

7.3 Interim conclusion (2)
PPP procurement consistently requires early decision making of risk
allocations. UK Government are now focused on more strategic and informed
means to assess and define projects at planning stage.
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8 Literature Review Part 3 “PFI”
If unfamiliar with the parameters of The Project Finance Initiative (here-In
“PFI”), Yescombe 2007 or 2014 offer a much more sufficient reflection of the
PFI initiative and the wider Public Private Partnership model within which PFI
sits.
The following academic context is also offered. Soderlund (2011) presents a
summary of authored works on projects by typology (ibid pp45). Renewal or
Repeat (Ekstedt et al 1995), Exploration, or Vanguard or PathFinder (Brady et
al 2004), Repetitive v Unique (Lundin et al 1995) all present parameters to
revisit from a PFI perspective. If conditions are identified that indicate size as
a factor Major Project (Morris, Hough 1987), Large Engineering Projects
(Miller, Lessard 2001), Mega Projects (Flyvbjerg et al 2003) all offer advice.
By way of scale and typology (Soderlund 2011).
PFI is an aggregation of 730 projects (HM Treasury). It offers a perspective
on projects rarely seen (Flyvbjerg 2011). By comparison to recurring problems
in projects, PFI also claims a better track record. It ultimately became a model
of delivery which HM Government determined no longer suitable for their
needs. To understand that in greater detail, requires us to evaluate what had
changed and why.

8.1 A global solution
Public Private Partnerships remains a supported procurement strategy. The
PPP Knowledge Lab was set up by the World Bank in 2015. The third edition
of what is now a 238-page PPP Reference Guide was a collaboration between
“World Bank Group, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the InterAmerican Development Bank (IADB). European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development

(EBRD),

Global

Infrastructure

Hub

(GI

Hub), Islamic

Development Bank (IsDB), Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE), and United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (UNESCAP).” (World Bank 2017 PPP Reference Guide, Forward)
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8.2 PFI project experience
In reviewing the high level of on-time construction delivery in PFI, National
Audit Office in 2012 reflected “The investors pass substantially all construction
risks relating to time, cost and quality to the construction contractor. With
authorities only making payments when projects are complete, most PFI
projects have been delivered on time.” Compare this to the cited experience
of traditional government procurement norms in 1999 where 70% of
department and agency construction projects were delivered late (NAO 2001,
citing “Benchmarking the Government Client stage two study December
1999”).
NAO (2012) issued the HM Treasury: Equity investment in privately financed
projects report. The principal finding of the report was a challenge to value for
money *VfM” and returns gained by equity investors. Item 2.6 “The investors’
performance in managing risks during the construction phase” confirmed that
most PFI projects have been delivered on time.

The investors pass

substantially all construction risks relating to time, cost, and quality to the
construction contractor. With authorities only making payments when projects
are complete, most PFI projects have been delivered on time. But using PFI
does not solve all construction problems. In October 2009, our survey of PFI
construction projects between 2003 and 2008 found that 69 per cent of
construction projects in our sample were delivered within a month of the due
date. Eighteen per cent were delivered over six months late, the latest being
36 months late. Where delays had only been because of those risks allocated
to the private sector, the price payable by the public sector had not increased
as a result” NAO 2012

8.3 Time frame
The evolution of PFI through the 1990s represents an exploratory “vanguard”
stage which laid foundations for UK government and private sector
relationships moving into the 21st Century.
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8.3.1 The end of PFI – 29th October 2018
The UK formally called an end of PFI and PF2 in 2018
“I remain committed to the use of public-private partnership where it delivers
value for the taxpayer and genuinely transfers risk to the private sector, but
there is compelling evidence that the private finance initiative does
neither…we will honour existing contracts—but the days of the public sector
being a pushover must end. We will establish a centre of excellence to actively
manage these contracts in the taxpayers’ interest, starting in the health sector,
but we will go further. I have never signed off a PFI contract as Chancellor,
and I can confirm today that I never will. I can announce that the Government
will abolish the use of PFI and PF2 for future projects” Philip Hammond,
Financial Statement 29th October 2018 Vol 648, column 660

8.4 Success, fallen actors, and risk
8.4.1 On time, on budget
The National Audit Office (NAO) has found that generally, PFI projects are built
close to the arranged timeframe, budget, and specification (Booth 2015 pp8
citing National Audit Office, Private Finance Projects , October 2009, para 7).

8.4.2 Not too big to fail
Two significant contractors capitulated. Jarvis in 2010 (FT 2010), Carillion
2018 (Mor 2018).

Smyth (2018) draws comparison between vertical

integrators (Laing O’Rourke; Mace; Sir Robert McAlpine), to short-termism by
share price motivations, and the relative decline of British contractors in an
international arena, concluding reform, longer term strategy, and better
management must be found (Smyth 2018 pp30-35).
Carillion – 15th January 2018

As of March 2016, Carillion companies had a direct equity stake in 12 PFIs,
with expected revenues of £106 million in 2017/18. HM Treasury, Private
Finance Initiative and Private Finance 2 projects: 2016 summary data
(December 2016). This total is for PFI projects listed with Carillion / Carillion
Private Finance Limited / Carillion Private Finance (Education) 2015 Limited
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as one of the equity holders. Carillion also had an indirect interest in certain
PFI projects, but this is not included in the total above. (Mor et al, HoC#8206,
pp28). Carillion owed around £2 billion to its 30,000 suppliers, sub-contractors,
and other short-term creditors (ibid pp5).

Carillion provided facilities

management services to 13 National Health Service trusts through
subcontracts with Private Finance Initiative (PFI) project companies. Carillion
was also building two NHS hospitals under PFI contracts (Mor et al, HoC#8206,
pp34)

8.4.3 Risk allocation
The World Bank (2017) offered some guidance to literature covering this topic:
New Southern Railway case study (Ng and Loosemore 2007); risk allocation
in PPP/PFI projects in the United Kingdom (Bing et al. 2005); the Spanish PPP
experience (Rebollo 2009). They also reference The World Bank Group’s
Report on Recommended PPP Contractual Provisions related to core risks
such as Force Majeure and Change in Law. (World Bank 2017 pp143)
Verweij (2015) observes the early stages of project set up before construction
and delivery occur are less well studied but that risk and responsibilities
between public and private partners are not. Citing “Bing, Akintoye, Edwards,
& Hardcastle, 2005; Chung, Hensher, & Rose, 2010; Hwang, Zhao, & Gay,
2013; Ibrahim, Price, & Dainty, 2006; Ke, Wang, Chan, & Lam, 2010; Ng &
Loosemore, 2007; Roumboutsos & Anagnostopoulos, 2008” as examples (ibid
pp35).

He concludes that the pre-implementation period (phase of legal

planning, procurement, and contracting) requires further study. He further
asserts that individual parts of a project can only be understood in timeasymmetry, with causality being emergent, and evaluation methods that ignore
time are inadequate in understanding implementation processes (ibid, pp163166).
Blanken and Dewulf (2010) reviewed seven hospital projects in UK and
Australia and assert that contract rigidity and inflexibility hindered VfM
opportunities. Yescombe (2007) advises, matters such as Service Availability
need to be addressed across contracts, but that stricter imposition on the
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construction contractor may be required to ensure appropriate handover
control at SPV (ibid).

Others present PFI and risk allocation to be

uncomfortable means to determine value: Evolution of the British main
contractor, (Smyth 2018 pp29); Why they do not work (Stafford, A., Stapleton,
S.

2017); Risk allocation (Bing, Akintoye, Edwards, & Hardcastle, 2005;

Chung, Hensher, & Rose, 2010; Hwang, Zhao, & Gay, 2013; Ibrahim, Price, &
Dainty, 2006; Ke, Wang, Chan, & Lam, 2010; Ng & Loosemore, 2007;
Roumboutsos & Anagnostopoulos, 2008); Questionable performance (Hodge
& Greve, 2007; 2009; 2013; 2017)(cf. Verweij 2015; Smyth 2018).
The incomplete contract

Mansor and Rashid (2016) review PPP project contracts from a human
behavioural perspective. They cite additional works by Ya-zhou and Fan
(2011), Guasch (2004) in flagging the risks in the presence of the opportunist.
They further present the works of Iossa et al 2007 in strategic focus on late or
post contract negotiations; or Robinson and Scott (2009) and Hart (1995)
assertions of the resulting future conflict and dispute; or Peter. Love, Davis and
Cheung 2010’s identification of time and cost overruns stemming from
variations or additional works applications. This is further expressed as a
phenomenon of “low balling” during bid stage, with intentions to improve
commercial terms in later negotiation (Althias and Saussier 2010, Iossa et al
2007). All resulting in suboptimal decision making. (Mansor et al 2016 pp99).
These arguments are all made in the context of PFI, but this not limited to this
form of procurement. In some quarters this would simply to be deemed part
of the game (ibid).
Athias et al 2018 offer a more pragmatic view of procurement strategy. She
recommends public authorities retain a level of flexibility in these contracts
where uncertainty is high, in preference to early rigidity. Frameworks are
recommended at national level to retain some flexibility but defend against
opportunism (ibid pp184) Athias draws comparison between correction costs
and later amendments, characteristics of both the project and the contracting
parties; learning effects by way of repeated contracts; and control variables
[read in the context of power and influence] as indicated from supplemental
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agreements and the number of bidders; to define the influence and trade-offs
over the design of contracts (Athias 2018 pp180-183).
Iossa and Martimort (2015), Martimort and Pouyet (2008) considered bundling
of construction and asset management tasks, referenced in terms of
advantage of having “one agent is better than two” (Iossa and Mortimort 2015
pp23, citing Mortimort et al 2008). They add however that such bundling adds
complexity and reduces participation, presenting reduced competitive tension
or even inviting collusion (ibid pp25). Hoppe and Schmitz (2013), centre
similar enquiry around the cost of information gathering and effort, weighted
against agent utility (ibid). In a world of ‘incomplete’ contracts, where it is
difﬁcult to foresee and contract about uncertain future events, it is important to
get the incentive structure right” (Grimsey and Lewis, 2004 pp247 via Hoppe
and Schmitz 2015 pp70.)
Grimsey et al (2004) suggest it is the fusion of the upfront engineering of the
design and the finance, with the downstream management of construction and
the service delivery that gives a PPP its distinctive features from an incentive
point of view (Grimsey 2004 pp 244).
Value for Money [VfM]

For VfM to be achieved the NPV of PPP needs to be better than the Public
Sector Comparator (Gremey pp138). Gremey et al cite Arthur Anderson 2000
six determinants: risk transfer; competition; long term life-cycle costing; output
specifications; performance measures and incentives.
competition being the main two (ibid pp135).

Risk transfer and

They contrast central

government agency handling of procurement in road and prisons vs localised
health and education sectors (ibid pp146). They refer to case study where
public sector comparator not offering clear cut justification for the decision to
take forward a PFI contract (ibid pp168)
Innovation vs standardisation

Lember et al (2018) weigh up advantage from contract standardization to the
reduced flexibility of PPP delivery. They point to weakening incentives for
innovation in other stages in the value chain, risk‐averse behaviour of private
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financers impeding the scope for technical or organizational innovation” (ibid
pp380)

8.5 Construction delays
Alshammair et al 2017 define delay as non-excusable due to contractor;
excusable caused by owner; or excusable non-compensable where no fault
and no compensation entitlement in either direction. Force Majeure generally
falls into this latter category (ibid pp22-25).
From a PFI perspective, Yescombe (2007) after financial close the public
authority is unlikely to have any ability to influence or control what is going on
with the Company’s capex, budget, and must rely on the lenders (ibid pp253).
PPP requires “one stop” with Project Company [SPV] and a passthrough of
design, cost, and completion date risk within the private sector. This is typically
passed down to the construction contractor in Design and Build or Engineering,
Procurement and Construction contract …hence a higher contract price than
a design-bid-build procurement” (ibid pp255). Authority and Lenders’ due
diligence should include review of the construction management and
programme, covering such issues as the critical path and the right to claim
LaDs [liquidated damages], Bonds, and other security provided under the
subcontract (ibid pp 256). The reason for Financial Close being the trigger for
construction commencement is that Construction Contractor is reliant upon the
existence of the financing arrangements as an [implied] security that they will
be paid.

Construction Contractor will typically want to ensure payment

schedule is closely linked to their own financial exposure to direct payments
and supply chain costs to avoid financial exposures to a Project Co [SPV]
collapse.

“Lenders have first security over project assets including bank

accounts” (ibid pp 258). In other words, cash flow exposure does rest with
Construction Contractor, even if only temporarily.

8.5.1 Causes of delay
Weber et al (2016) reflect upon the practicality of managing delay. Planning
approvals, pp284; technical feasibility, interfaces; commissioning, budget, and
schedule risk. Failing to meet the required performance standards or cost
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increased because of changes in internal planning are borne by the general
contractor, because it can control and manage this risk (ibid, pp284). Weber
further advises, contractors assume all risks relating to the construction of the
asset, particularly with respect to the contractual completion at the agreed cost
and construction quality. And that credit rating of the general contractor is an
important element, because it must be sufficiently strong to ensure that the
contractor is able to cover potential costs overruns or other damages in case
it is held liable by the project partners. The focus on early project set-up
indicate this is only a “bankability” concern for Project Finance, not “buildability”
with contractor consultation in initial set up (cf. Weber et al 2016: pp 313 –
319 table 6.2, 6.3, fig 6.5)
Keane (2015) provides reason to use shadow programmes as an employer,
listing eight common means by which a contractor can be expected to
erroneously manipulate a schedule (ibid pp71). Also clarifying however that
schedules inevitably change. Additional guidance includes, “only those events
which can be shown to have contributed to actual delay to progress or critical
delay to completion are relevant to establishing delay”… “delay analysis and
tribunals alike are likely to value contemporaneous, as built-records over
computer generated impact assessment…hundreds of iterations of impact
simulation generated through automated processes and result in conclusions
which have no relationship to common sense, intuition or what was being
reported as critical during the course of the works.

It is possible that

contemporaneous programmes were incorrect, and that parties were relying
on flawed critical paths throughout the project. When CPM programmes are
updated regularly, submitted and reviewed by the employer’s team frequently
and used by the contractor to direct resources to critical scope of work in an
attempt to remain on programme and avoid delays, these programmes should
be preferred to any forensically created computer model attempting to simulate
‘what if’ scenarios through-out the project” (ibid pp87).
Mullen and Davison (2020) suggest change make claims inevitable. Key
reasons for delay: not in compliance with conditions; record keeping
inadequate; slow to realise delay impact; programme deficiency (initial or
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update) failures to adequately assess cause and effect, concurrent delays noncritical delay, financial impact or contract conditions (ibid pp79-123). Saporita
(2006), broadly advises design disputes [as a source of delay] typically
originate from customer or other consents not being adequately confirmed,
drawing or specification lacking clarity, testing and certification or permit or
consent errors, communication or validation error (pp9); scope error, function,
mechanics of material, stress and fatigue error, tolerances, safety,
environmental assumptions (pp27); scope creep, change by either party, or
buildability and work sequence variations (ibid pp74).
In seeking practical context employer to contractor dispute and contractor to
supply chain dispute have been reviewed from industry sources. ARCADIS
Disputes Reports 2011 to 2020 present an accumulative overview of dispute
cause. PMs deemed at the heart of how the dispute crystallised most notably
when a lack of understanding of procedural aspects of contract (ARCADIS
2020 pp5). Failure to administer contract, failure to understand obligations,
failure to serve notice under contract top 3 causes (ARCADIS 2019 pp16-18;
2018; 2017; 2016).
Elselaw (2020) list subcontractor disputes cause as mostly commonly
associated with contractual problems ambiguities or inconsistencies; poor
project coordination; different goals and different commitment levels; and
cultural differences, communication problems and expectation issues (Elselaw
2020).

8.6 Interim conclusion (3)
Early [vanguard] PFI used an adaptable approach, only later driven by
optimisation ambitions in cost saving, in part via risk transfer. There is an
academic narrative to indicate opportunism persists. Risk monitoring and
contract management appears to fail when examined through a claim lens and
that is a wider reality across a holistic construction setting. The loss of faith in
PFI by HM Government and insolvency of construction actors along the way,
present reason for momentary pause upon the meaning of “success”
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9 Analysis Part 1- Introduction to the actor roles
The key actors within PFI as identified and coded during interview, are
summarised in Table 4 – PFI Actor labelling to support and reflect important
actor subcategories (#P001-#0051) and present the distinct entity interests
therein.
Actors Category

ID Code

Actors subcategory
Separation of local and central

Collective term
used here to

A1

Local Authority

reflect a wider
“Public Sector”

Treasury / PFI Taskforce

A1

including, local

HM Treasury

and/or central

A2

Treasury

PUK

Senior debt

£MLA

lenders

Debt

Infrastructure Finance Unit
Infrastructure and Projects
Authority

gov, and HM

Senior

Dynamics within A1 are a
larger system of interest

meaning of

Authority

gov not made in evaluation.

Partnerships UK (agent to
HMGov.)

Mandated lead

Senior debt leading

arrangers

responsibility for

providing a longterm priority but

£debt

limited/no

Senior debt reliant upon MLA
£d

for technical and debt

recourse loan to

structuring expertise

SPV

Special
Purpose
Vehicle

All terms synonymous with

Entity set up to
contract with A1
via Project

SPV

Agreement.

SPV for study purposes.

Project Co,

Dynamics with SPV are

Borrower

reviewed only as Equity sub
cat.

Investors.

£Eq1 act

Investment £Eq

£financial investors (active)

£capitalising the

£Eq1 zzz

Investment £Eq

£financial investors (passive)

£Eq2 irr

Contractor £Eq

£Eq2 sub

Contractor £Eq

SPV at Financial
Close.
Sponsors

Equity

SPV

Sponsors,

providing active
interest in bid
and project

£Eq

£Contractor (PLC aiming to
sell £Eq)
£Contractor (PLC subsidising
T1/O&M)
Investment £Eq purchased

£Eq’

Secondary market

£EqGov

Public Sector £Eq

post FC

monitoring.
Silent and/or
secondary
investors
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Public sector equity stake
within SPV

Interview device
ID code for

PLC

industrial entities

Representing an actor with

PLC

joint interests at PLC level

providing

(e.g. £Eq2, T1, and O&M

multiple roles
Entity contracted
Construction Joint Venture –

to undertake

D&B

Design, and

T1

T1

CJV

Build Project

an SPV set up to enable
separate T1s to act as one

asset
Subcontractors,

Supply
Chain

suppliers,
labour, and

T2+

T2sp.

plant-hire

Specialist
Subcontractor

Critical subcontractors
providing specialist
construction e.g. tunnelling

providers
Entity contracted
to undertake

O&M

operations and
maintenance to

Hard FM

Hard Facilities
Maintenance

O&M

the operational

Soft FM

asset

Hard services management
(asset upkeep and
replacement)

Soft Facilities

Soft services management

Management

(cleaning, porters, security)
Separate advisers to Lenders,

Ad. Legal

Legal Adviser

SPV, and Authority. (T1 often
in-house)

Specialist

LTA

(typically
outsourced)

CoW

roles providing
actor(s) advice,
specialist, and/or

Advisors

Ad.TA
MSA.

professional
services for a

IC

fee. Legal,
technical,

Lender TA

Clerk of Works
or site inspector

financial

(scope excludes quality)
Inspection role for A1 / or SPV
(quality material/workmanship
to spec.)

Master Service

Technical management role

Agreement

for SPV (time and cost)

Independent
certifier / tester

financial, tax,
insurance, and

Technical Adviser to Lenders

Technical assurance to SPV.
T1 has performed
specifications for handover
Separate advisers for SPV

Ad.£

Financial Adv.

securities/bonds

and A1, to manage financial
model, lender engagement.
FacilitatingA1 procurement
Broker/placement for SPV, DD

Ad.Ins

Insurance

A1 and £debt, underwriters,
loss adjusters.

Table 4 – PFI Actor labelling to support and reflect important actor subcategories (#P001-#0051)
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9.1 Traditional powerbase assumption of PFI
9.1.1 Initial reflection upon an incomplete hypothesis
Figure 11 portrays the dominance of £debt in ensuring risk moves beyond the
SPV to T1 and T2+, influenced as a primary requirement of the risk averse
£debt. This reflects commercial discussions by the author throughout the PFI
years, but is supported by more authoritative views (cf. Yescombe 2007, 2014).
Interview analysis indicates a fresh challenge to this static power base view,
accordingly additional academic review is presented in 9.1.2, by way of
additional research supplementing this evolving premise.

9.1.2 A brief introduction to System Dynamics
Integration and Implementation Sciences describe these types of interactions.
Professor GP Richardson presents an introduction to Systems Dynamics at
the “First Global Conference on Research Integration and Implementation” in
2013. This science is another product of the US era of 1950s, J. Forrester at
MIT. Forrester explaining, “our social systems belong to a class called multiloop non-linear feedback systems”. Denis Meadow and John Sterman later
offer Commodities Systems Dynamics. Project Dynamics presents the most
studied application and is used to settle complex litigation where fact is difficult
to represent as singular truth: Litton Industry Ship Building litigation (Cooper
1980); Channel Tunnel (Ackermann and Howick ****); Flour Corporation
project model (All sourced via Richardson 2013 lecture).

9.2 Hypothesis (1)
Figure 11 presents the author hypothesis of the power base in PFI prior to this
dissertation enquiry. Cross-reference with Figure 12 (section 11.4) where an
interplaying series of dynamic systems is additionally suggested to have
occurred.
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Figure 11a) public sector define the project
The power base at the beginning of procurement sits
with the public sector. They make early decisions that

£capital

Service
providers

public sector
user need

determine whether a project will transfer into the priviate
market, and define the project themes. The dynamic
sytems of service providers (T1 and O&M market) and
£capital markets availability as influencers

(Relative size reflects control)

Public

Figure 11b) Shift of Powerbase

Private

Outside supply factors (capital, capability, capacity) means
the power base then moves. Authority drive risk allocation
outward via the Project Agreement, defined in contractual
terms. This powerbase change is driven from control of
capital but also availability of the skills, and the management
of their engagement. Authority opportunity to change later
is minimal, committing early, creating rigid contact
boundaries and solid interfaces

Figure 11c) £debt dominates the powerbase, pushing risk down the supply chain
(no scale)

(no scale, brackets/overlaps interfaces)

(Relative size of power/influence)

Public
Service

Build
phase 1

Labour

£Capital

M+E

Build / M+E

CPE

Specialists

risk

←←←←

special
skills

Build
2

CPE

Work
packages

Desig
n

Internal
divisions

flow of risk

D&B

SPV

Design &
Build

←←←←←←←

RISK

Low influence, no power

Some influence, no power

The powerbase

Trades and services.

Expertise and specialism

£debt (SPV must de-risks)
A1 (step in rights)

Figure 11 – authors prediction of the transition of power, and therefore risk transfer dynamics
(authors own)
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10 Analysis Part 2 - Key themes from interviews
Initial analysis of interviews enabled key themes as developed through
iterative interview process to be developed within these same three themes
(cf. Section 4.3 Interview preparation; and Appendix 3 – interview note
template example). It also provided ample data to produce a more detailed
representation of actors (Table 4).

10.1 Theme 1 - Key stakeholder views
10.1.1

drivers, and defining construction project success

Most of the response sat within the process driven time, cost, quality metrics
which “on-time, on budget” would reflect. However, whilst all agreed with the
NAO confirmed statement as a success factor there were wider reflections
offered. Time was important but as a reflection of value for money. Quality is
the service need; it is also the means to comply with directives that were
coming through [EU waste directives] (#0017). At the time it was value, but
lesson learnt from Priority Schools, that specification focuses on quality.
(#0018) (cf. Cole Report). On-budget for who? Price is calculated from outturn
cost per meter and priced up from that. 1 percent margins mean either works
package squeeze or variation to make money, and within the building company
the reality is you may not know what the overheads of a project are because
shared resource was internally spread. You are putting senior resource on
three projects and one is making no margin, then their time goes to the others.
And this drives the behaviour of everyone to protect and maximise. Internally
and externally, and at others expense (#0023). Statistically on time but maybe
not fully completed when declared operational. Maybe the whole asset is not
needed from day one. Original assets may still be available to use whilst newbuild construction concludes (#0026).
#0027 advised that “On time on budget” is correct but the contract is structured
to ensure this is the case. Cost overrun would not sit with public sector, so
within budget or not is not seen. On time, the financial penalty so much higher
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on the contractor. And more rigour upfront on the items that matter to be on
time. The time frame is generally set by the government entity, sometimes
aggressive too so not right to think given longer. Sometimes too aggressive
in fact. One final thought. Equity want to finish early; they are driving for a few
months’ early revenue. Senior debt is not [#0027). VfM always sat alongside
risk sitting with the party best able to manage it. Equity would be passing down
to builder or FM. Some were as all three, cut the figures to suit. Insolvency
risk is always there [#0033). Behaviour is the biggest factor of influence.
Further exaggerated by cultural approach and personal influences. Consortia
were affected by this. Outcome driven, and process. Reliant upon the contract
protection to defend the financial requirement. If SPV and Contractor both on
the same board, there is a resistance and an agenda. Sector never really got
to the bottom of this inherent conflict. (#0035)
Bad projects are generally all down to the client operator relationship. Asset
managers become integral to the process to keep these projects working well.
People skills, personality, and creativity to manage problems. That is the role
of equity. Banks control bad performance and enforce but day to day it is this
caretaker interface and equity interface with client (#0049)

10.2 Theme 2 - Was “on-time” a factor?
10.2.1

How analysed, managed, monitored, controlled

A heavy reliance is put upon the T1 and LTA interface, sometimes meaning
A1 is less informed than is ideal but reflects a more general hands-off approach
across actor categories (#0015, #0017, #0022). Monitoring forms part of a
wider function of drawdown facilitation between £debt and T1, via SPV (#0026,
#0031, #0034).

The independence and pressures upon this process are

detailed in the section 11. The usefulness of LTA reports in claims settlement
is limited, reflecting: the administrative function these reports play (#P003); a
familiarity of expectations (#0015); and the summary overview required (#0017,
#0023, #0027, #0035, #0037, #0039, #0042, #0049, #0050).
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10.2.2

Views points of each category of Actor

On-time is a key focus. Interview opinions are presented in Table 5. Delay
impacts all actors in different ways.
Project actor
Actor

Key issues following delay

Source

Sub level

£Eq1 /
£Eq2
£Eq1
SPV

Later receipt of its first instalment of unitary payment

Yescombe

lost earnings within the project concession period

2007, 2014

which may not get extended
long term investors such as pension funds are

#0038, #0042,

attracted to the stability and predictability of these

#0049

returns

£Eq2

Early sale is desirable to release cash. A problem

#0023, #0035.

project may need more cash, or release of

#0036, #0038,

contingency that devalues sale, or negatively impacts

#0039. #0042.

IRR. It also exposes conflicts of interest in fiduciary

#0047

board duty for SPV, and PLC need.

A1

Creates constraints and challenge to resource

#0015, #0017,

planning, disruption to service plans and decant.

#0018, #0030

Impacts on political deliverables and legislative
compliances (e.g. EU Waste Directive)

£debt

Interruption to debt return. Increased attention from

#0017, #0023,

£d. £MLA reporting increasing and closer scrutiny of

#0027, #0035,

DD they oversaw. Credit committee tensions.

#0037, #0039,

Approval decisions on drawdowns more fractious on a

#0042, #0049,

distressed project. New costs in adviser

#0050

engagements (tension with SPV who pay the bills)

T1

£LaDs and wider financial implications. Resource

#P002, #P012,

costs and distractions. Significant internal machinery

#0021, #0022,

mobilised defending client and T2+ relationships.

#0027, #0035,

Stock exchange, credit facilities, bank and insurer

#0044

relationships strained. Senior bonus’ often linked to
share price meaning problems hurt all
Concurrent delay causes and data requirements

#P003, #P007,

Claims

create frictions between SPV and T1. Duplicitous

#0020, #0024,

specialists

reporting can also arise when best case defences

#0032

reflect conflicting accounts
Table 5 - Reflection on delay impact from actor perspectives [#P001-#0051. Yescombe 2007,
2014]
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10.3 Theme 3 - Attitudes towards quantitative analysis
Within construction at least, Monte Carlo simulation is not used by many
(#P0012, #0031, #0034). Those with a mathematical background to post
graduate level also indicated that whilst financial models would be subjected
to stochastic or statistical evaluation, neither the specific skills-sets or trust
existed to attempt to use them more widely (#0027, #0035, #0042). This
reflects a wider sentiment of distrust between those inputting and collating
(#P001; P003-P008); bid team to execution team (#P004, #P012), senior
decision makers across the T1 to SPV contract interface (#0021, #0022,
#0034, #0035); T2+ representatives managing T1,T2+ interfaces (#P001,
#P007). Across all interviews there is a general acknowledgment to an open
secret, which is that it is normal or even expected (#0038) that the contractor
is working to a more aggressive programme than the contractually agreed
version.

This is accompanied with a general sentiment that no one is

motivated to offer bad news outside of corporate interfaces (#P002, #0021,
#0022) or even within it from a PLC interface perspective when such issues
can spook stock exchange reporting (#0036).

10.4 Interim conclusion (4)
The potential use of quantitative analytical tools was low throughout the period
of PFI. DD enquiry reflected higher level review based upon experience not
data, and there was neither time nor a perceived benefit in more detailed
interrogation of scheduling information (#0026, #0031, #0034).
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11 Analysis Part 3 – the loss of rigour over time
11.1 £debt lost influence to insist upon rigour
Later deals were not subjected to the same level of critical review from a
technical perspective, reflected in more competitive fee expectations (#0026,
#0031, #0034); legal concern in contracts focused upon reflection of market
norm not project issues (#0018, #0033, #0037) and over time the technical
capability and experience of the most seasoned £debt and £Eq1 was not
required [or even welcomed] once early projects had created enough
precedent (#0039, #0049, #0050).

“The senior debt banking influence

certainly fell away in time. The availability base was not offering variation
enough to give justification to separating quantifiable risk on different deals.
The loan was becoming standardised, it was government backed, and there
was extensive DD or precedent.

Track record and default rates were

comparably low (1% vs 8% elsewhere in property sector) and this was driving
down price” (#0049)
The counterview to this laxing of rigour came from two £debt actors now in
sectors of renewable power, utilities, and heavy engineering where project
uniqueness is much more a factor (#0017, #0027).

11.2 Due diligence and progress rigour
11.2.1

on-time, on budget

How much detail is enough?

The logic of a programme and adequate flexibility to account for issues; cost
assumption logic and adequate financial float; appropriate rigour has been
given to legal and regulatory signoffs and sector specifics (#0026, #0031,
#0034). Most of this evaluation is qualitative in nature (#0026, #0031, #0034).
Scheduling specialist may be consulted but any P6 interaction or use of native
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P6 XER files is not delving more than around 200 fragnet 7 or line items in
representing key work packages (#0026). Early stages of project initiation are
similarly high level (#P007). Insurers with monitoring interest will be looking
for quick evaluations (#0048). Detail too soon becomes a micro-management
concern for report fatigue, bad sentiment, and tick-box reporting (#0021,
#0041, #0044)
Those skilled in P6 use tended to drop into two broad categories: set-up and
monitoring (planners and schedulers) or post claim forensic examination
(supporting legal dispute or insurance claims). Detailed build-up of 10,000+
activities have little interests to most. No time, capability or need for details, if
summary gives key messages. All accomplished P6 operators were from
scheduling or planning roles (#P001, #P002-#P007. #P0012, #0024). Senior
managers and those signing off progress or logic in the planning, are looking
for summary (#P004, #0021, #0026, #0031, #0034).

Any more detail is a

deep investment of time with little reward, and LTAs are required to be skilled
knowing what to spend time on if their fees are to be competitive (#0026). Build
logic and allowing adequate time for activities that cannot be rushed (such as
ground excavation at the beginning, or statutory approvals) more likely to
reveal concerns than a deep dive of 10,000+ activities that large projects may
have (#0026, #0031).
There is huge pressure for progress to be approved and A1, SPV, £debt and
LTA representatives all offered more than indications that this mechanism
drove pressure to sign-off. The commercial ramifications of being late are
huge for the T1, T2+ supply chain. Interviewees with legal backgrounds all
confirming this was a key consideration in PFI construction contracts (#0018,
#0033, #0037). This commercial pressure is principally through the Liquidated

7 Fragnet – where an activity or sequence of activities is broken down into several sub-activities to provide greater detail
(Keane 2015 pp117)
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and Ascertained Damages [LaDs, LDs] provision in the Construction Contract
(#0037) but is part of a wider security package [£security] which gives
counterparties additional protections if late (#0036, #0037) and is a principle
focus of the upfront due diligence (#0017, #0018, #0021, #0023, #0027,
#0036, #0037, #0038, #0049).
Yescombe (2007) on due diligence of the Contractor “the Public Authority want
to get the Facility completed in time and to specification, and not to have to
rely on the Project Company’s claims against the Construction Subcontractor
as a way of doing this…[On Lenders focus on the Construction Subcontractor]
even a termination payment that recovers all the money spent on the
Construction Subcontract will not adequately compensate the Project
Company for losses if the project is not built, since the Construction
Subcontract price is only part of the total CAPEX” (ibid pp256-257). He also
warns of not allowing a Construction Subcontractor to take an excessively
large works package in proportion to their overall annual turnover, suggesting
10% to be a figure over which JV option may be preferable. Similarly, he
argues that where a main contractor is not retaining much or any works or
equipment provision, JV options with significant subcontractor partners may
be preferable to better manage the project overall (ibid).

11.2.2

quality

where did the Clerk of Works go?

If people do the jobs they are paid to: Employers Agent [MSA], Lenders TA
[LTA], local authority Clerk of Work [CoW] and Independent tester [IC] you
have access to more info than you can read. CoW is new post Cole Report
(#0039). But like all other parties overseeing the process it is only as good as
the people doing it (#0018, #0039).
#0026 advises that in the 1980s, early 1990s you had an architect and CoW.
It was whole time independent reviewing. That disappeared when own quality
sign off with design and build. An independent certification [IC] role is work
intensive and therefore expensive to keep running. If scaled back you can be
reducing cost by £100,000s. PFI quickly decided not to do this, just signing off
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on data sheets (#0026). LTA role excludes quality sign-off and IC became
sampling not monitoring (#0026, #0031, #0034). Tester role [IC] not strong
enough, scope too limited, not paid to do wider role (#0018). CoW can be
helpful; I always push to use suggests #0034. D&B encourages more efficient
solution, quality suffers because cost becomes the driver over quality. CoW
can counter this (#0034). CoW are now back in vogue, and external. Role of
the CoW post Grenfell is significant. About the evidence of what is versus what
should have been done (#0035).
Of newer project procurement #0018 suggests a closer view means removing
some of the VE [Value Engineering] opportunity contractors sometimes try on
without seeking approvals…whilst reviewable design data which does need to
be reviewed and approved, the concept of design-development sometimes
used to bring in VE. Sign-off via review procedure [change that does not
impact risk or price] as contractual protections not always used correctly
(equivalent was schedules 8 and 24 of Priority Schools). MIM is more robust
(#0018)(cf. Section 15.2 Case Study 3 – Welsh Mutual Investment Model)

11.3 Interim conclusion (5)
Despite the need for on-time delivery, it was contractual risk transfer i.e. the
escalations of financial liability for delay imposed upon the contractor, which
other project actors could place trust. This supported by up-front rigour by a
contractor to whom the burden had been passed, and front-loaded assurance
to give counterparty comfort that all had been done to offer higher confidence
of success. Any quantitative rigour thereafter could be left with the contractor
to manage. Projects parameters under this model, rigid enough to present
less concern of future change.

11.4 Hypothesis (2)
Figure 12 depicts the suggested powerbase change. £cost prioritised over
quality by A1 (#0018, #0020, NAO 2012); £debt loses leverage (section 11.1);
and PLC has less reason to protect external challenge (section 11.2). In
Figure 12 this change in power-base is reflected upon as causing removals,
softened interpretations or aims of rigour, and a deteriorating risk profile.
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Powerbase in early PFI projects
Figure 11c) (cf. Figure 11, Section 9.1)
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12 Analysis Part 4 – phenomena speculation
To further examine the potential dynamic change hypothesised in Figure 12,
tenets of Grounded Theory were used to refine transcript into code, category,
and possible phenomena identification (see section 5.1)

12.1 Code and categorisation
Timing

Activity

Category

Sub-Cat

Risk

Info

Actor

interest

needed

Priority

up |down

up | down

Ext | Int

Purpose
Set-up

Intent

Pre-

Priority

Financial

Prior detail

disclosure

ID of Risk

DD

allocation

contract

Risk analysis

DD

Close
Risk detail

visibility
Risk
monitoring
(processes /
Post
Financial

controls)
Risk control

endeavour
Trust
reporting
assurance

Close

Approve
Decision
making
options

More info
2nd opinion
intervention

Handover

Confirming
rigour

Beginning of
£income
Operational

T1 end
User benefit

Sign-off
EoT or LAD
Dispute
+£UP-costs
+£debt p/m
A1 -£UP
T1 £+/Availability /
Quality

Table 6 - summary of coding and categories

Coding and categorisation of coding became a regular review and refine
process.

This proved vital for interview themes, but also served to offer
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possibilities of raw data (Cresswell 2007). (cf. Section 5.1 and Table 3 p21).
Table 6 - summary of coding and categories is provided for critical review
Coding themes presented an anomaly. In asserting that visibility, endeavour,
and trust offer a means to keep balance to rigour in a project, this balance is
not reflected at moments of increased outside influence. Rigour became a
tradeable commodity when price drove motivations. £debt was the most risk
averse actor, but they lost influence, and arguably projects became higher risk
as a result.

12.1.1

Contracts are not replacements for rigour

There is support within these findings for the need of greater focus on upfront
rigour.

Westminster, Scottish and Welsh assembly representation in

interviews reflect upon this change already being implemented. This reflects
more time, more investment, more agility retained for longer (Klein et al 1958)
and more collaboration. Standardised frameworks and central agency support
defended colloquial skills gaps (#0049, #0017), without supporting need to
increase challenge of fit (#0049).

12.1.2

More rigour needed through construction

In the time, cost, quality battleground of colloquial construction engagements,
interview themes in coding as outlined in Table 6, reflect upon a combination
of changing control (£debt to £Eq, and specifically £Eq2 within the PLC
domain). Combined with a colloquial interest in risk centred around contractual
indemnity (#P011, #P012, #0015, #0016, #0017, #0018, #0024, #0027, #0030,
#0039, #0047, #0049) time and cost remained paramount. £cost and time are
known, but quality is not being checked closely (cf. Section 11.2.2). Empirical
evidence (cf. Section 15 “Appendix 2”) further supports the concerns over
quality.

12.2 Hypothesis (3)
If appropriate stock measure can be found, the framework of a project may be
measurable and offer a second angle of analysis of likelihood of success. This
evaluation based upon colloquial or collegiate reflections inside and outside of
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a project dynamic.

In Table 6 - summary of coding and categories, the

combination of “internal | external” variables; interest levels; and need for
information; are all presented against human interactions. The less well a
framework fits to a project, the more these variables are proposed to be able
to influence the project environment to suit colloquial needs. It is further
suggested that additional colloquial interest threatens the collaborative project
aims and/or project actors. This increasing variance may give reason to take
a more pessimistic view of likelihood of success. Wider dynamic system
interchange becomes a central feature of risk assessment of project fit to
framework.
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13 Conclusions
13.1 Interim conclusions
Cross-reference back to all interim conclusions is provided below. Wider
research aims and objectives are also addressed page 82.
Section 6.7

page 33

Interim conclusion (1)

Section 7.3

page 36

Interim conclusion (2)

Section 8.6

page 45

Interim conclusion (3)

Section 9.2

page 48

Hypothesis (1)

Section 10.4 page 53

Interim conclusion (4)

Section 11.3 page 57

Interim conclusion (5)

Section 11.4 page 57

Hypothesis (2)

Section 12.2 page 60

Hypothesis (3)

Section 18

Appendix 4 – research question cross-check.

page 82

13.2 Dissertation conclusions
This dissertation asked why modern PERT type tools remained peripheral to
the “on-time” PFI success story. I conclude that more quantitative rigour would
not have complimented PFI endeavour. In context there is also evidence that
PERT itself was more peripheral in military industrial complex project success
than is generally presumed. However, in closer examination of PFI it is the
procurement model limitations, not the rigour of quantitative process that is
challenged.
Wider questions may also be asked of data integrity when considered against
these examples. In PFI, partnerships never truly emerged. Low levels of trust
endured but visibility and rigour eroded as optimisation goals redefined
underlying agenda. Contractual risk transfer and counterparty £security are
demonstrated to be a poor replacement for holistic monitoring of project goals.
Quantitative support to decision-making needs trusted data.

It serves

collaborative endeavour. Construction projects rarely reflect that ideal.
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13.3 Recommendations
An attempt has been to provide themes and raw data from interviews
conducted that reflect human behavioural perspective across many project
actors; introducing variables of internal and externally measured interests and
agendas interacting across a dynamic multi-project system. The hypotheses
presented herein give means to contemplate further enquiry. Assuming the
robust critical reflection and academic appraisal upon student bias in method,
analysis, and conclusions still deem any of this worthy of further thought.
Word count 15,292
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14.3 Data Base sample
14.3.1

Data set sources
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Industry project database via Infrastructure Journal.
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15 Appendix 1 - additional observations
15.1 Case Study 2 – Scottish non-profit distributing (NPD) PPP
Existing frameworks allow colloquial interests to live within these projects. Examples intended
to demonstrate the initial theoretical premise put forward in flagging “Human Behaviour” risk.
There is also sad and dire reminder that quality becomes a matter of safety if rigour is loosened
completely in Grenfell’s ongoing enquiries. The independent enquiries lead by Dr Paul Stollard,
and Professor John Cole in Scotland, the 2018 publication of Building Regulations system
review by Dame Judith Hackitt in England (acknowledging benefits of Scotland’s, “pre-emptive”
warranty requirement on high rise residential construction) and calls for greater scrutiny and
verification against Building Standards (cf Cole 2018 pp3-6), all reflect a greater reality that
layers of rigour need better protection from cost constraints and colloquial influences.
Royal Hospital for Sick Children
February 2015 due to complete 9th July 2019. Scot.Gov “final safety checks which revealed
that the ventilation system within the critical care department in the new hospital requires
further work to meet national standards.” Equity sale “economic interest stake” between
investors who were not permitted to do so. Combined problem escalates risk profile concerns
as incumbent equity retains title, but new equity has no power to act (IJ 5th July 2019). Low
levels of trust, rigour only at project end catches a problem.
PPP1 school safety concerns
17 schools with the City of Edinburgh Council, some built ten years ago, all closed by order of
the council following discovery of unacceptable construction standards. A routine inspection
revealing an absence of header ties in sections of the building. All local authorities in Scotland
then instructed by Scottish government. Four days earlier an independent surveyor had
confirmed these schools could be occupied whilst remedial works were carried out. (IJGlobal
11th April 2016). More rigour needed across these projects

15.2 Case Study 3 – Welsh Mutual Investment Model
A465 PPP
A project award confirmed in June 2020 describes the framework being applied as a modified
version of PFI/PF2 and Scotland NPD model. Specific reference is made to changes made
directly influenced by problems experienced, with local government putting in equity to be part
of the project board. (IJ Global 19 June 2020). Intention is to increase visibility of rigour.
Where trust is low, moving closer to the concern seems a more robust solution than relying
upon £security
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16 Appendix 2 – Primary data example
Example visualisation of HM Treasury data. By comparing Capital Value (£m) to period of
construction (years), projects with disproportionately high build periods to CAPEX are revealed.
This can be used to narrow the search of all projects to a few potential outliers. Same result
is achieved in schools and prisons where CAPEX to build period examination should also be
consistent. Whilst this is not enough data evaluation to confirm construction delay, it does
enable further investigation and discussion in interview.

Procure period trends are less

obvious but long procurement, long build, small CAPEX could further indicate difficult projects.

HM Treasury data source
Figure 13 – example data visualisation method used via Tableau to present potential construction projects
with delay issues
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17 Appendix 3 – interview note template example
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18 Appendix 4 – research question cross-check
Research question: how did these projects deliver on time and why were
project management models on quantitative schedule risk analysis not used?
What conclusions can be drawn from this on-time delivery story seemingly without
quantitative project management rigour at its core?
Conclusion: Upfront due diligence, contract management, significant downside.
Reliance upon strength of contracts to replace the low trust and less interest in
detailed issues in construction. Data filtered and of little use in claims settlement.
Contractors and supply chain suffered significantly, and quality is the ticking bomb.
Success is a relative term.

1

Original Research aim and objective

Conclusions and observations

Was scheduling risk the priority to stakeholders, or is the

Yes, but only to brandish to keep T1 pushing. No detail

underlying measure of time a flawed measure of

behind the DD

success for these projects?

2

Was upfront commitment to a schedule of delivery

Upfront fixed price, committed contracts, removed

undertaken and evaluated in a form familiar to project

flexibility. But that also removed change. Any VE was

management theory, optimisation, or critical success

spec management

factors?

3

What basis of qualitative or quantitative analysis was

P6 but only at T1 level. Claims testimony suggests not

used? What factors influenced this decision and what

well though and everyone else wants summary only

were the key drivers to project success?

4
5
6

7

Can any UK PFI projects be found that utilised

None found. SOPC4 dictated risk passthrough so

quantitative analysis in reviewing scheduling risk?

unlikely.

What quantitative analysis tools are available to review

Well-trodden research ground. Most interesting

scheduling risk?

advancement is AI perhaps replacing Monte Carlo soon

Can retrospective analysis be conducted on any projects

Unworkable in practice but P6 experts confirm they do

to compare tools, outcomes, appropriateness to risk

work to 10,000+ activities. Others suggest that is

identification and analysis?

functional only if major fragnets or parts are detached

Experience vs prediction. What examples exist to make

N-Plan do this from historic XER files. 450,000. Not used

comparison between prediction and reality?

in PFI and even expert users rarely find it functional for
large scale projects.

8

9

What are the views of project participants to these

Reflects a wider distrust of data, and bad experience from

techniques? Are the techniques known? Could they be

poor use. No incentive to use when contracts are

used? Why were they not used?

intentionally creating distance over interfaces

What academic conclusions have been drawn on the

Monte Carlo has a place, but acknowledged to be subject

realities of these tools and how does the PFI story sit

to user proficiency in knowing how to manage

with this and wider Project Management best practice.

10

If quantitative analysis techniques remain sound, what

Plenty of initiatives to better use big data but ownership of

practical measures can be taken to better support their

knowledge accompanies colloquial attitudes to risk. This

use? If not, what next?

needs to be addressed before data can be expected to
flow freely across contract boundaries. Best example
being DSU claim specialists conceding record keeping
has more bearing on settlements than XER files and
expert witnesses reflecting on competing logic being a
weapon in arbitration.
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19 Appendix 5 – ongoing sampling evaluation (crosschecking sample space bias)
ANONYMITY PROTECTION – deleted FINAL REPORT – interview numbers not disclosed here
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